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What is HGF ?
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Hepatocyte Growth Factor

肝細胞増殖因子

Substances in our body



HGF was discovered from 

the phenomenon of liver regeneration.

HGF proliferates and regenerates 

hepatocytes.



Liver

Among all organs within the 
human body, the liver has most 

amazing regenerative power.



Amazing liver regeneration

The liver of a partially resected (1/2) rat is completely regenerated in 1 week

Liver resected in half 1 week later



再生

In the case of humans, it takes only one to several months to 
completely regenerate the original liver!!

Liver with amazing regenerative power

Amazing liver regeneration

切除



The regenerative power 
of the liver has been 

known since the time of 
ancient Greek mythology.

Zeus, king of the Olympian gods, 
sentenced Prometheus to eternal torment 

for his transgression against him. The 
immortal Prometheus was bound to a 

rock, where each day an eagle, which was 
an emblem of Zeus, was sent to feed on 

his liver, which would then grow back 
overnight to be eaten again the next day. 



In the past, researchers all over the world 

tried to discover the substance responsible 

for the high regenerative power of the liver, 

but could not elucidate it.

However, in 1984, this substance was 

finally found.



Responsible was a protein with a special 
molecular structure

Hepatocyte Growth Factor

⇩
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「 The protein proliferates 
hepatocytes and regulates 
cell growth, cell motility, 

and morphogenesis」



Discoverer of HGF

大阪大学先端科学イノベーションセンター
再生創薬共同研究部門・特任教授、
大阪大学名誉教授

中村敏一 Toshikazu Nakamura

He was nominated for the Nobel Prize 
for his work in separating and refining 
HGF for the first time in the world.



Tissues and organs on which HGF is effective

HGF, which was discovered through research on the regenerative abilities of 
the liver, has been proven to work on various tissues and organs in subsequent 

studies, and is one of the leading candidates for regenerative medicine.

Brain / Nerves

Kidney

Lungs

Heart

Blood vessels

Liver

ＨＧＦ

Tissue regeneration

Skin



Drug discovery venture
business from Osaka University 

School of Medicine

Founded by Professor Toshikazu Nakamura 
while being in office at Osaka University

AnGes, Inc.
※HGF Gene drug discovery

Kringle Pharma
※Synthetic HGF protein drug discovery

Neurogen
※In vivo HGF production inducing 

drug discovery

Regenerative medicine research on HGF



AnGes developed an HGF gene drug that 
regenerates blood vessels in the legs and has been 
approved by the government.



Administer 
HGF gene drug

New blood vessels are regenerated 
by the action of HGF produced by 
HGF gene drug.

閉塞性動脈硬化症

※New blood vessels are regenerated by bypassing 
the occluded part.



HGF clinical trials for ALS are being conducted 
at Osaka University and Tohoku University.



毎日新聞 2014年6月20日 読売新聞

HGF clinical trials for Spinal Cord Injury are being 
conducted at Keio University.



Development of therapeutic agents for dementia utilizing HGF 
production-inducing factors contained in medicinal plants.



HGF is a substance (protein)

that exists in our body



HGF concentration in blood that decreases with age

Closely related to the aging phenomenon

Assuming that the blood HGF  
concentration in the 20s is 100
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Tissue and organ functions that 
decline with age

Brain / Nerves

Kidney

Lungs

Heart

Blood vessels

Liver
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Tissue regeneration

Skin



HGF concentration in blood that decreases with age

Closely related to the aging phenomenon

Assuming that the blood HGF  
concentration in the 20s is 100
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Developed "Ekc-1", plants extract that induces 
high-level production of HGF

Ekc-1



HGF production-inducing activity of "Ekc-1"
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Distilled 
water

Heparin

Ekc-1 extract

Human skin fibroblasts, 48hours



Gagome kelp fucoidan's tissue regeneration promoting action



Comparison with HGF production-inducing 
activity of other products
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Takara Bio
Fucoidan extract

Okinawa Mozuku
Fucoidan extract

Asahi(Schwabe) 
Gingko extract

Ekc-1 extract
(0.5mg/ml)



How does HGF work?



Regeneration signal
Regeneration signal Regeneration signal

Cell nucleus

Cell membrane

C-Met Receptor
HGF

Extension of cell life

Cell / tissue regeneration

Suppresses / releases 
tissue fibrosis

Sedating inflammation

Regenerate blood vessels 
and lymph vessels

Regenerate nerve cells

Cell



Fibrosis of tissue (aggregate of cells)

Protein fibers such as collagen, elastin, proteoglycan, fibronectin, etc.



Cells constantly divide and proliferate and are 
replaced by new cells

Nucleus

Cell



Normal cell Senescent cellsNormal cell

Cells constantly divide and proliferate and are 
replaced by new cells



Cells constantly divide and proliferate and are 
replaced by new cells



Cells constantly divide and proliferate and are 
replaced by new cells



Cells constantly divide and proliferate and are 
replaced by new cells



〇Gastric mucosa

〇Intestinal mucosa

〇Liver

〇Kidney

〇Bone

〇Blood

〇Skin

３～５day

１～３day

１month～１year

１month～１year

２～３year

３～４month

２８day？

Cells constantly divide and proliferate and are 
replaced by new cells



Fibrosis of tissue (aggregate of cells)



Death InflammationAging

Fibrosis of tissue (aggregate of cells)



Fibrosis of tissue (aggregate of cells)



HGF regenerates cells and improves tissue fibrosis



This is 
the rejuvenation of cells (tissues)



Rejuvenation 

Stem cell therapy

HGF therapy



Stem cell therapy

Brain 
Spinal cord

Cerebral hemorrhage 
Cerebral infarction 
Alzheimer's disease 

Spinal cord injury

COPD
Interstitial pneumonia

Lung

Liver
Hepatitis, Cirrhosis

Kidney
Chronic renal dysfunction

Heart
Myocardial infarction

Joint 
rejuvenation

blood vessels
rejuvenation  

Skin
rejuvenation

Diabetes mellitus

Aging symptoms

Stem cell therapy and HGF therapy 
have almost the same effect.



Aging of brain cells



Dementia



６７％２０％

１３％

Type of dementia

■ Alzheimer's disease
■ Vascular dementia
■ Lewy body dementias, etc.



What is Alzheimer's disease?



What is Alzheimer's disease?

healthy 
brain

advanced 
alzheimer’s 



Brain cells die

Spots on the brain

Amyloid β

Tau

What is Alzheimer's disease?



The cause of Alzheimer's begins in the 40s

OnsetMore than 20 years ago

Dementia
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Abnormal

Aβ oligomer Aging spots Neurofibrillary tangles Neuron death
(Cerebral atrophy)

Aβ Tau Neuron death Cognitive impairment

age



Action of HGF on nerve cells

Neurological disorders 
for which HGF is effective

Action of HGF on the nervous system

・ Neurotrophic factor

・ Extension of nerve cell life

・ Promotion of neurogenesis

・ Improvement of glial cell function

・ Suppression / improvement of fibrosis (gliosis)

Disease name

・Cerebral infarction

・Spinal cord injury

・ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis)

・Parkinson's disease

・Cerebral ischemia 

・Hydrocephalus

・Huntington's disease

・Peripheral neuritis

・Alzheimer's disease

Direct action on nerve cells

c-met 
recepter

・Protection
・Neurogenesis

Neuron



"Ekc-1" that induces high-level production of HGF



Anti-dementia actions of Ekc-1 in AD model mice
Abstract 
We developed a new formulation of Chinese herbs which is to be used in the treatment of dementia. 
This formulation, referred to as Ekc-1, is expected to improve total brain functions, particularly cognitive 
function, in humans and is currently classified into health foods in Japan. We first tested the effects of 
Ekc-1 in aged people with mild cognitive impairment. Twenty people with the mean age of 79 years old 
were prescribed with Ekc-1 for 1 month, and their cognitive function was assessed by the Hasegawa’s 
dementia scale-revised (HDS-R) before and after the treatment. The cognitive function of the recipients 
was improved from 23.95 to 27.50 in average. No adverse effects were observed. To investigate the 
mechanism underlying Ekc-1-induced cognitive improvement, we next examined the effects of Ekc-1 in 
model mice of Alzheimer’s disease and tau-associated frontotemporal dementia. Ekc-1 was orally 
administered for 1 month to aged model mice, and their memory and neuropathology were evaluated 
by the Morris water maze and histological/biochemical analyses, respectively. Ekc-1 significantly reduced 
the levels of Abeta oligomers and tau hyperphosphorylation, rescued synaptic degeneration, and 
improved the memory in mutant APP transgenic mice (Alzheimer’s disease model). In intron-mutant tau 
transgenic mice (frontotemporal dementia model), Ekc-1 significantly decreased the levels of tau 
hyperphosphorylation and tau oligomers, restored synapse levels, and ameliorated the memory. In 
addition, Ekc-1 enhanced the learning/memory in wild-type aged mice. The levels of BDNF and HGF in 
the brain were significantly increased in both model mice and wild-type mice. These results suggest that 
Ekc-1 is a good candidate of the nutraceuticals/medicines for the prevention and treatment of dementia.



Ekc-1 extract was orally administered to 11-14 month old AD 
mice for 1 month (3 mg), cognitive function test was performed, 
and then brain pathology was examined by histochemical and 
biochemical methods.

Ekc-1
経口投与
［1か月］

海馬の切断面

Brain

［大脳皮質のAβオリゴマーを除去］

［萎縮した神経細胞を回復］

［海馬の過剰リン酸化タウを除去］

［海馬のTauオリゴマーを除去］

Eighty percent of dementia, mainly Alzheimer's disease, is caused by 
denatured proteins (Aβ oligomers, Tau oligomers, hyperphosphorylated 
Tau, etc.) that accumulate in nerve cells.

Alzheimer mice

Hippocampal 
section

Ekc-1
oral administration

［One-month］

reduced Abeta oligomers reduction excess phosphorylated tau

reduced Tau oligomers restored the nerve cells which withered

I'm sorry, I'll conceal a little.

Anti-dementia actions of Ekc-1 in AD model mice



reduced Abeta oligomers reduction excess phosphorylated tau

reduced Tau oligomers restored the nerve cells which withered

I'm sorry, I'll conceal a little.

Anti-dementia actions of Ekc-1 in AD model mice



Aβ oligomer Activated microgliaPhosphorylated tau

HGFBDNFSynaptophysinI'm sorry, I'll conceal a little.

Anti-dementia actions of Ekc-1 in AD model mice



It is a factor that regulates the growth of nerve cells such 
as survival, growth, and hyperactivity of synapses, and is an 
essential protein of the nervous system for the increase of 
brain cells.

BDNF ［Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor］

synapses

Neuron
Newly 
increased 
synapses



投与前 投与後

A test to measure the cognitive function (learning 
ability / memory ability) of mice

Morris water maze test AD mice

AD mice
＋Ekc-1

Healthy mice

Yellow■：Tg Ekc-1（n = 7）

Blue■：Tg water（n = 7）

Red■：Non-Tg water（n = 7）



Ekc-1 improves the cognitive function in humans

(HDS-R: Hasegawa Dementia Scale-Revised)

Concentrated extract

Dementia

Suspected MCI

Normal

MCI

Pre-intake
One month
after intake

H
D

S
-R

 s
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re

Age (years) Age (years)

Figure   HDS-R score changes following Eko-1 intake

Ekc-1 efficacy in humans 



Revolution 
in dementia treatment

HGF that regenerates human 
tissues (brain) and cells

Supervisor TOSHIKAZU NAKAMURA
Author KIYOMASA OKA
Author HIDEO OSHIRO



Summary of Ekc-1 effect experiences-①

◎ Symptoms of dementia (cognitive function / others) improved.

◎ Symptoms of Parkinson's disease improved.

◎ Prognostic symtoms at the cerebral contusion (language disorders) improved.

〇 My forgetfulness improved. Enhanced memory.

〇 My head became lighter. Eases stress.

〇 I was no longer frustrated and nervous.

〇 My angriness disappeared.

〇 I felt brighter.

〇 I feel motivated

〇 My anxious feelings disappeared.

〇 I became a positive thinker

〇 I can sleep through the night again.

〇 I can wake up better in the mornings.

〇 Increased my concentration ability, and also my golf score.

【Cranial nervous system related experiences】



Summary of Ekc-1 effect experiences-②

◎ Symptoms of spinal stenosis (back pain, walking difficulty) improved.

〇 The pain I had because of my cervical spondylosis is gone.

〇 My body became lighter and my movements became more vigor.

〇 It became easier to go up and down the stairs.

〇 My stiff shoulders improved.

【Human musculoskeletal system related experiences】

◎ Liver function improved.

◎ Kidney function improved.

〇 Even after drinking too much, I won’t get a hangover.

〇 My weak stomach improved.

〇 My hemorrhoids improved。

〇 I stopped going to the bathroom at night.

〇 My limbs won‘t become cold anymore.

【Internal medicine related experiences】



Summary of Ekc-1 effect experiences-③

◎ Atopic dermatitis improved a lot.

〇 My rough skin became moist and improved.

〇 My skin complexion improved.

〇 My grey hair turned black.

〇 My thin hair became thick again (※External Use)

【Skin / hair related experiences 】

【Other: Pet-related experiences 】

◎ Cat/ aplastic anemia improved. [Animal Medical Center, Gifu University]

◎ Dog / allergic dermatitis (dermatitis/ hair loss) improved.

〇 My old dog who wouldn‘t walk anymore now walks again vigorly.

〇 My old dog (18 years old) who just slept and had no appetite became healthy 

and hungry again. 

〇 The color of the fur improved.



Medicinal plants extract "Ekc-1" that induces 
high-level production of HGF

Ekc-1



Regenerative medicine supplement "Chisei" 
that induces high-level production of HGF



Other product groups containing "Ekc-1"



Thank you for your attention!!

I.O.M.S
漢方医科学研究所


